
Apparo has a broad vision and high level of passion for serving other nonprofits. It is extremely rewarding to
be able to volunteer to support their staff and further their mission, to allow them to extend their service to
more nonprofits. Being someone who can make an impact for Apparo, and knowing the impact they make
for the community, is something very special. It's something I have not seen before in my career and keeps
me excited about supporting Apparo and its mission." - Bill Hammelman

2019 - Kicks off his volunteer service with Apparo as an EPIC Change
Agent, supporting 100 Gardens in selection of new software to help
manage their work
2019 - Extends his support of Apparo by becoming a donor
2019 - Takes on his second volunteer role, supporting Men's Shelter in
their selection of a new reward incentive tool 
2020 - Steps into his third volunteer role, serving as a Change Agent for
Memory and Movement Charlotte in their technology assessment/plan
phase of the G.A.I.N. program

The secret of Apparo's
success is finding volunteers
like you. You were awesome.
You gave us so much of
your time, visited our sites
and always followed up.
Even after the project was
over, you answered my
questions. I felt like you
really cared." - Sam
Fleming, Executive
Director, 100 Gardens

Volunteer Spotlight:
 

Bill Hammelman

Apparo volunteer and donor since 2019, Bill has
already delivered 70+ hours of service.
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Sam Fleming and Bill Hammelman visit a 100 Gardens aquaponics garden.

"Bill has been an amazing Change
Agent in multiple ways, helping us
expand our mission without incurring
additional cost, so that donor dollars
can go further and that's what we're
all about. Doing more as efficiently as
we can." - Kim Lanphear, CEO,
Apparo


